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INTRODUCTION

Korovkin's well-known theorem asserts that the set of the three functions
tPi(t) = ti, i = 0, 1,2, is a test set for the convergence to identity of sequences
(Ln)nE 1\,1 of positive linear operators on C6'(a, b), endowed with the
supremum norm. There is no need to make a special hypothesis on the
norms of the operators since the property limn ~ 00 II L n II 00 = 1 is a conse
quence of the convergence of LntPo to tPo'

On the contrary, the uniform boundedness of a sequence of positive
linear operators Ln is required in order to have {tPi' i=O, 1, 2} as a test set
for the convergence to identity of L n on U(a, b), l::;,p < 00. It is not a
consequence of the convergence for the functions tPi' i=O, 1,2 (cf. Exam
ple 2), and it is necessary according to the uniform boundedness theorem.

The contracting case, on U(a, b), was solved by H. Berens and
R. A. DeVore [1]. They showed that the functions tPo and tP 1 form a test set
for the convergence to identity of positive linear contractions on LP(a, b)
(simultaneously with other authors), and they gave estimates of the order
of approximation.

In the first part a Korovkin-type property is studied for the self-adjoint
operators on U(a, b): these verify, for fand g in U(a, b):

rLf(x) g(x) dx =rf(x) Lg(x) dx.
a a

The integral operators with symmetrical kernel, convolution operators
with positive, even functions, for example, are of this type.

We show that a sequence of self-adjoint positive linear operators
converges to identity on LP(a, b), p ~ 1, if and only if it converges for tPo
and tPl and the operators are uniformly bounded. Quantitative results in
terms of the first modulus of smoothness and the orders of approximation
for the functions tPo and tPl are given.
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In the general case, for operators which are not necessarly self-adjoint,
{tPo, tPI} is no longer a test set. On LP( -1, 1), let L be defined by

and

1/2

Lf(t) = f f(x + t) dx,
-1/2

if Itl~!

Lf(t) =f(t), if It I>!.

The constant sequence L n= L preserves tPo and tPl and, of course, does
not converge on LP( - 1, 1), p ~ 1.

In the second part, we give estimates of the order of approximation by
a sequence of positive, linear, uniformly bounded, operators Ln in terms of
the orders of approximation for tPo, tPI' tP2' and the first modulus of
smoothness of f; so we verify that {tPo, tPI' tP2} is a test set for the
convergence to identity of such positive operators (cf. M. W. Muller [8]).

I. SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS

Let (Ln)nEN be a sequence of positive linear operators that are self
adjoint. Let

A.n.poi = sup II LntPj - tPj II LP(a, b),
j~i

i=O, 1,2.

THEOREM 1. 1~p< 00. For every fE WI,P(a, b) space of absolutely
continuous functions such as f' E LP(a, b), we have

THEOREM 1', 1~p < 00. If, moreover, the sequence Ln is uniformly
bounded on LP(a, b), for every fE LP(a, b), we have

OJp(J, t) being the first modulus of smoothness off defined by

( )

IW
OJp(J, t)= sup f If(x+u)-f(x)IP dx ,

luI ~ t lu

where I u = {x Ix E (a, b), x + u E (a, b)}, Ap and Bp being constants inde
pendent off and n.
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Note. In the above theorems the equality holds for the constants.
Examples in part III will be given in order to show that, in some sense,
these estimates are the best possible.

If II Ln¢o II 00 is bounded in n, we have An,p,o ~ Cte A~:~,o, so the order of
approximation in Theorem l' is wp(f, A~1,1)'

We show first that the general problem can be reduced to this case. We
introduce, for nEN, the set En= {xlxE(a,b), ILn¢o(x)-¢o(x)I~I}and
E~ is the complementary set of En in (a, b).

LEMMA 1.1. 1~p < 00. For every fE WI,P(a, b), we have

III E.(Lnf- f)ll p~ 3(11 j' III + (b-a)-l II f II d An,p,o,

where 1x is the indicator function of the set X.

Proof Let Jl(En) be the Lebesgue measure of En. We have

Jl(En)~ f ILn¢o(x) - ¢o(x)IP dx ~ II Ln¢o - ¢o II~ = A~,p,O'
En

On the other hand, for every f E wl,P( a, b), the inequality
Ilflloo~(b-a)-lllflll+IIj'lll holds; it is a consequence of If(x)l~

I f(t)1 + II j' III, for every (x, t) E (a, bf Then, we write

IlldLnf-f)llp~ Ilflloo (1IIEnLn¢ollp+ IIIEn¢ollp)

~ Ilflloo (1ILn ¢o-¢ollp+211 IEn¢ollp)

~ 3An,p,o II f II 00'

To study IIIE~(Lnf-f)llp, we introduce the function J(u, x) defined on
(a, b)2 by

J(u, x) = 1 if u~x and J(u,x)=O if u > x.

We write for every fE WI,P(a, b) and (x, t)E(a, b)2:

I f(x) - f(t)1 = Irj'(u)(J(u, x) -J(u, t)) dul·

Then, we introduce a positive real number h, to be chosen later, in order
to part the above interval of integration. We set L~(f(t), x) instead of
Lnf(x), to indicate that t is the variable for f and we get results about

IIIE~(x) L~(f(x) - f(t), x)ll p

in the following lemmas.
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LEMMA 1.2. Iff E W 1.p ( a, b), we have

IIIE~(X) L~ (f f'(u) 1(ullx-ul <hI (u) du, x)t ~ 4h II f' lip.

Proof For every (x, t) E (a, b )2, we use Holder inequality to get

Irf'(u) 1{ullx-ul <hj(U) du IP

~(2h)P-lr1f'(uW 1{ullx_ul<hj(u)du
a
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and we take L n of the integral of the left-hand side, considered as a
function of t, at the point x.

As Ln is positive and Ln¢Jo(x)~2 if xEE~, the quantity to bound is less
than

(

b b )l/P
2(2h)I-I/p LL1f'(uW 1{ullx_ul<hj(u)dudx .

LEMMA 1.3. Iff E W1,P( a, b), the quantities

if p~2

and

if p~2

are bounded by

rIf'(uW (x - t)(J(u, x) - J(u, t)) duo
a

Proof With the help of Holder inequality we get

if p ~ 2: Irf'(u) dul
P
~ Ix- tl(b - a)p-21rIf'(uW dul

and

Ix-
t

I

2

-

P Ifx I~ -h- Ix- t1 P- 1
t I f'(u)IP du .
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Then we write
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IrIf'(uW Ix - t I dUI =rI f'(uW (x - t)(J(U, x) - J(U, t)) duo

LEMMA 1.4. /ffE WI,P(a, b), we have

( L~ U: I f'(uW (x - t)(J(u, x) - J(u, t)) du, X) dx

:::;4An,I.1 11f'11~.

Proof We expand the quantity that is under the integral sign and we
take L n of this function of t. Then we use the linearity and the self adjoint
ness of L n :

( L~ U: If'(uW (x - t)(J(u, x) - J(u, t)) du, x) dx

f
b b

= 2 I f'(uW f J(u, x) L~(x - t, x) dx du
a a

:::;211f'II~r IL~(x-t,x)1 dx
a

LEMMA 1.5. /ffE WI,P(a, b), we have

111E~(x) L~(f(x) - f(t), x)ll p:::; Cp II f' lip A:~1,1'

Proof If p?:- 2 and x E E~, we use Holder inequality for the positive
linear operators and Lemma 1.3:

IL~(f(x) - f(t), XW:::; (b - a)p- 2 (LntPo(x))p-1

x L~ (( I f'(uW (x - t)(J(u, x) -J(u, t)) du, x).

Then, with the help of Lemma 1.4, we write

111E~(x) L~(f(x) - f(t), x)II;:::; 2P + I(b - a)p- 2 II f' II ~ An,I,I'
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If p :::;; 2, the same argument is used to write

IIIE~(X) L~ (f f'(u) l{ullx-ul>h}(u) du, X)t
:::;; 21 + I/Ph l

-
2

/
p II f' lip A~:~,I'

Then we use Lemma 1.2 to get

IIIE~(x) L~(f(x) - f(t), x)ll p

:::;; 4h II f' II + 21+ '/Ph ' - 2/p II f' II AI/pp p n,I,1

and we choose h= A~:i, I .

Proof of Theorem 1. For x E E~ we write the equality

Lnf(x) - f(x) = L~(f(t) - f(x), x) +f(x)(LnrPo(x) - rPo(x))

and we get the inequality

II Lnf-flip:::;; 11 1d Lnf- f)ll p+ IIIE~(x) L~(f(t) - f(x), x)ll p

+ II f II 00 II LnrPo - rPo lip.

Then Lemmas 1.1 and 1.5 give us:
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Proof of Theorem I'. Now we suppose that the sequence (L n ) is
uniformly bounded on U(a, b) and we set M = SUPn II L n lip.

We use the Peetre % -functional defined for f E U(a, b) and t E (a, b) by

It verifies .Yt;,(t,j):::;; Cte OJp(f, t) and the constant depends only on (a, b).
LetfELP(a, b) and gE Wl·p(a, b). We have

We use Theorem 1 to bound II L n g - g lip and we get

II Lnf-flip:::;; (M + 1+ ApAn,p,o(b - a)'-'/P)II g - flip + ApAn,p,o II fill
+ ((b - a)I-I/P ApAn,p,o + ApA:~",)11 g'lI p.

This inequality is true for every g E WI,P(a, b), so we have
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Remark. H. Berens and R. A. DeVore in [1] gave the following
estimate for a sequence (L n ) of positive linear constractions and
IE LP(a, b),

where w 2,p(f) is the second modulus of smoothness.

The moduli of smoothness of orders one and two are related:
wI,p(f, t2)~Ctew2,p(f, t) (cf. H. Johnen [5] or G. G. Lorentz [6]).

And for some functions as log t, ta
( -1 < IX < 0), we have

Hence, for sequences of self-adjoint positive linear contractions, the
estimate of Theorem l' is better for p ~ 2. Moreover, An,P,1 is, in general, of
the same order as A~:~,I (Example 5).

II. GENERAL POSITIVE LINEAR OPERATORS

Let (Ln)nE N be a sequence of positive linear operators on LP(a, b),
1~p< 00.

THEOREM 2. For every IE WI,P(a, b), we have

THEOREM 2'. If, moreover, the sequence (Ln) is uniformly bounded on
LP(a, b), we have lor every IE LP(a, b):

II Lnl- I lip ~ B~(An,p,O II I III +wp(f, An,p,o + A~:I,2))'

We use the same methods as in the proof of Theorems 1 and l' with the
help of Lemma 1.1 and the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.1. IfIE WI,P(a, b), we have
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Proof With the help of Holder inequality for the integrals, we write for
fE W1,P(a, b) and (x, t) E (a, bf:

and

If(x)-f(tW::;; 111'11; Ix-tiZ (b-a)p-3

IrI'(u) 1(ullx- ul >h}(U) du IP

I

t 1
3

-
P

::;; II I' II ~ x ~ Ix - tiP - 1

if p~3

if p::;; 3.

Now, we use Holder inequality for the linear positive operator Ln- The
quantities

and

(b-a)3- p f IL~(f(t)-f(x),xWdx
E~

if p~ 3

if p::;; 3t~ IL~ (r I'(u) 1(ullx-ul >h}(U) du, x)r dx

are bounded by II I' II ~ 1\ 1E~Ln<Po II ~-l s: L~((x - t)Z, x) dx.
Furthermore, we have

bf L~((x - t)Z, x) dx
a

=r(x2(Ln<po(x) - <Po(x)) - 2x(Ln<p I(X) - <P 1(X)) + L n<P2(X) - <P2(X)) dx
a

So, the result is proven if p ~ 3.
In the case p ::;; 3, we use Lemma 1.2 to bound

We choose h = A~L and the result follows.

III. EXAMPLES

In the following examples, we construct, first, operators for which it is
impossible to improve the estimates of Theorems 1, 1',2, and 2'. The other
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examples are the Landau operator and some operators of Bernstein type;
the estimates are also pretty good for them.

EXAMPLE 1. On U( -1, 1), p ~ 1, we define the sequence of positive
linear operators L n :

{

(1+ 2In)f(x) + (1/2) f f(u) du
n lul<l/n

Lnf(x)=
n-1

(1/2) f f(u) du
lui> lin

if Ixl>lln

if Ixl < lin.

These operators are uniformly bounded on LP( -1, 1), p ~ 1,

1
A "'A "'-n,l,l n,l,2 n'

On the spaces U( -1, 1), p ~ 2 (respectively p ~ 3), the order of
approximation given by Theorems 1 and l' (respectively 2 and 2') is
achieved for the function ,p2'

EXAMPLE 2. On U( -1, 1), p ~ 1, we define

{

(nanI2) f f(u) du
lui < lin

Lnf(x)=

f(x)

if Ixl < lin

if Ixl>lln,

where (an) is a sequence of positive real numbers. The operator Ln is linear
positive, self-adjoint and

(a) For an = 1, the sequence Ln preserves the constants. The orders of
approximation given by Theorems 1 and l' are achieved if p ~ 2, for the
function f( t) = It I- 1/4. Indeed wp(f, t) '" t ~ 0 t lip - 1/4 and we verify that

II Lnf-flip ~ Cte n1/4-11p '" wp(f, A~:L),

since Lnf(x)= (4/3) n1/4, if Ixl < lin, and
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(b) For an = nl/q, q > 0, the sequence Ln converges for tPo in LP( -1, 1),
P< q, and for tPl and tP2 in L I( -1, 1). So it does converge on WI,P( -1, 1)
if P< q (Theorems 1 or 2), but it does not converge on L I

( -1,1) since it
is not uniformly bounded on L I(-I, 1).

EXAMPLE 3. On U( - 1, 1), P~ 1, we set

{

(nI2) tl <1/J(x + u) du

Lnf(x) =
f(x)

if Ixl<l/n

if Ixl > lin.

We have LntPo = tPo, LntPl == tPl> and II Lnlip ~ 2, ..1.n,I.2 =2/3n 3
•

For this sequence Ln , the orders of approximation given in Theorems 2
and 2' are achieved, if p ~ 3, for the function f(t) = It 1- 1

/
4

. Indeed, we
verify that

since

and

2n ((1 )3/4 (1 )3/4)
L n f(X)="3 ~+x + ~-x ,

1
if Ixl ~-,

n

( 1/34n( 2n((1 )3/4 (1 )3/4))P )I/PII L nf - f II P~ 2 L X-1/4 -"3 ~+ x + ~ - x dx

(
2 )l/P>- _ nl /4

"" 34n .

Examples 1 and 3 are adapted from examples of [1,2].

EXAMPLE 4. The sequence of Bernstein-type operators studied in [3] is
defined on L 1(0, 1) by

Ln f(x)=(n+1) ±Pnk(X) rPnk(t)f(t) dt,
k=O 0

where Pnk(X) = (nl/k!(n - k)!) xk(1 - x)" - k.
We have LntPo = tPo, II LntPl - tPl III "" lin. In the case P~ 2, we get from

Theorem l' the inequality:

'</fEU(O,l).
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It is also true iff is continuous on [0, 1] and p = 00. By interpolation this
inequality also holds if p > 2.

EXAMPLE 5. Here, we study an example of Korovkin operators defined
by even functions: Landau operators. They are defined on L 1(0, 1) by

where Pn =r (1 - t 2 t dt.
-I

They are contractions on LP(O, 1), 1~p ~ 00, they converge uniformly to
identity on [D, 1 - D], 0< D<!, but not on [0, 1]. They converge on
U(O,I), p~1 (cf. R.G.Mamedov [7] or B.Wood [9]), We get an
estimate of the order .of approximation that cannot be improved if p ~ 2.
We verify that

Indeed we have

( ILn~o(x) - ~o(x)1 dx = p;;1 ( (f~lx (1- u2t du +r-x (1 - u2t dU) dx

=2p;;1 rr(1-u2tdudx=[Pn(n+l)]-1
o x

and

P = F(n + 1) F( 1/2) _ 0.
n F(n + 3/2) n~ooV~'

Since II Ln~o II 00 ~ 1, at once we get An,p,o ~ Cte A~:~.o' On the other hand

Hence A _ n -1/2P.n,p,O
Now, we write, for every x E (0, 1):

LAJI(x) - rPI(X)

= [2(n + 1) Pn] -I [(1- x 2t + 1 - (1 - (1- x)2)n + I]

+ x(LnrPo(x) - rPo(x)),
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It follows that

II Ln<PI - <PIli ~ '" (( x P ILn<po(x) - <Po(xW dX)

~ II Ln<po - <Po II~,

and

~p;p(Xp(f_X(l-u2tdurdx

~P;Pf Xp(f (1- u2 t dU )P dX"'Pn'
1- Pnl4 Pnl4

349

So A ,.,. n- 1/2P.n,p,l

The estimate of Theorem I' is, if f E U(a, b),

II Lnf-flip ~ Bp(n- I/2p II flip + wp(f, n- I/4 )

~ Bp(n- I/2p II flip + wp(f, n- I/2p ))

The equality holds in the case p ~ 2 for f = <P I'
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